THE FIVE:
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a fully transparent approach

the fact of the matter is , the main thing investors are

craving from their financial institutions these days is trust

– trust not only

in the advice that they are receiving , but trust that the firm is operating
with the highest level transparency and ethics .

Washington Wealth Management Makes
the Transition to Ownership as Simple
as Possible
Let’s be honest, there is no such thing as an easy transition.

Whether you are someone who is considering leaving a

like trying to leap a yawning chasm. We have decided to tackle

the economies of scale our firm can provide, the Washington

And to the uninformed, the move to independence can look

this issue head-on and with the best resources in the industry.
Great transitions are a product of intensive attention to detail and

considerable advance work done on your behalf by our transition
team. When the time comes, you can expect to have most of your
clients’ assets transferred in before the end of their first month as
a business owner.

wirehouse firm or you are already independent and looking for

Wealth Management Advisor Transition Program makes the

transition to independence as simple and painless as possible
-- and includes an entire team devoted to you and your team
before, during and after you make the move.

THE FIVE: How We Address the Five Key Obstacles to Independence:
1. Golden Handcuffs

Whether it is retention bonuses or deferred comp, these
types of commitments may give you pause when considering
independence. Washington Wealth Management’s model loan
program allows advisors to pay back their commitments to their

old firm, providing the opportunity to make a clean break. The
program also provides a way to pay off the loan from Washington

Wealth Management over a period of years, while still receiving
a payout enhancement. Look, you took a loan, almost everyone

did, and it has got to be repaid- one-way or another. You can pay
it back earning a 40% base payout or a 70% base payout. We
can show you what that difference looks like.

4. Office Admin and Ops Issues: You are a Surgeon,
We are the Hospital
We view you as a financial physician, a surgeon. We view
ourselves as a new hospital. We have all the best equipment,

and we want you to do cutting edge surgery at our hospital. We
do not want you spending your time prepping patients, sterilizing

instruments or handling patient billing inquiries. We want you to
be free to operate, as often as you can.

A recent industry study estimated that independent advisors

spend as much as 40% of their day simply managing the
business. Not here. Our management team is part of our

value proposition, on site daily to keep the advisor out of time

2. “I’m Not Steve Jobs”

Fear of the startup is a big issue. All too often, the expense and

consuming issues and freeing them up to do business. How
much is 40% more time in your day worth?

hassle of setting up an independent firm along with completing

the licensing and other requirements can wipe out the extra

payout an advisor earns when going independent. Add in the
time associated with the process – along with potential legal

hassles – and you have a recipe for something that is decidedly
un-fun, not to mention expensive.

WWM’s Advisor Investment Program represents our belief in you.

WWM pays all start-up associated expenses. Whether you and
your team join one of our existing offices, or a new office is set up

in your desired location, WWM takes care of all of the operational
and administrative aspects of the process so you don’t have to.

You are an expert at what you do, we are experts at this. This is
what we do. Under this model, the typical $1 million producer can

focus on working with their clients all day, while avoiding the time
and hassles of tracking down a landlord or chasing a technology
issue.

3. “I Saw Castaway”

Many advisors are rightfully fearful that independence means

being cut off from the rest of the world. They worry that they will
lose the social aspects of the business, friendships, the exchange

of ideas and other aspects of office life that are appealing. Not to
mention the fear of losing the intellectual capital they can tap into

at a large firm, and the wholesaler support they receive on a dayto-day basis. No one wants to be stranded on an island. Under

our model, you become part of an office and a network of other
WWM offices, while maintaining your independence.

5. Compliance

Been through an audit recently? Not fun. Expanded regulation is

a fact of life, and one that increasingly impacts the RIA space as

much as the wirehouses. Our management team has over 240
years of combined industry experience, has completed over 950
audits and participated in 100 arbitrations. When you decide that

you want control, branding, the lion’s share of the profits, etc.,
interaction with the regulators becomes a fact of life. At WWM,

we are not here just to support you; we also partner with you to
ensure your business is as compliant as possible. Like advising
clients, this is a situation where experience is priceless.

WASHINGTON WEALTH MANAGEMENT
At Washington Wealth Management (WWM), we are dedicated

the products and services we provide as client needs arise, or

relationship depends on trust, flexibility, freedom of investment

marketplace.

to the belief that the advisor/client relationship is paramount. This
choice and an advisor’s ability to offer effective, comprehensive

as new types of products and services emerge anywhere in the

advice and service in a conflict-free environment. To that end, our

Like all advisors, at WWM we are looking for a better way to

Advisor (RIA), a non-affiliated broker dealer and multi-custodian

that returns the industry to its roots. Advisors not only own their

platform is comprised of our independent Registered Investment
offering. This hybrid arrangement allows experienced Financial
Advisors the opportunity to break away from traditional wirehouse

models without giving up any investment options critical to a
client’s investment success or causing significant disruption to a
client’s existing holdings.

Washington Wealth Management places the advisor in the

provide wealth management services. We have chosen a path
own business, they have the opportunity to acquire an ownership

position in the larger firm. This results in a true partnership
between management and advisors that is incredibly powerful.

From day-to-day efficiency to long-range planning, we combine

our talents, energies and experience on decisions that impact the
firm while sharing a long-term stake in its direction and value.

strategic position of business owner. As owners of their business,

In the end, it is simple. It is the strength of the relationship

wealth management solutions, utilizing the full universe of

of the firm, not the driving of transactions or distribution of

our advisors make all of the decisions that create their client’s
products and services that are best for the client, not just one

firm’s best offering. At WWM, our advisors are clients of The

Street, not captives to a large firm’s agenda. The result of that
independence is that we are continuously able to customize
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between our advisors and their clients that defines the success
investment products that are favorable to the firm’s bottom line.

For Washington Wealth Management, placing the clients’
interests above all else is not just a slogan. It is our mission, and
it guides us in everything we do.
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